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The parameter of the stable non-Gaussian noise sequence is modulated
by the binary message sequence to achieve a secure communication
system. The characteristic exponent ‘alpha’ of a stable non-Gaussian
noise sequence carries the binary information. The receiver of the pro-
posed random communication system demodulates the received signal
by estimating the parameters of the transmitted noise sequence to
recover the binary message sequence.

Introduction: Spread spectrum techniques, by embedding the narrow
band message signal into a wide band carrier signal, ensure secure com-
munication. As an alternative to the conventional digital communication
systems, chaos-based digital communication techniques became popular
by the beginning of the 1990s and chaotic signals have since been a
proper candidate to ensure the security due to their broadband nature
[1–6]. Chaotic signals have been used to encode the binary message
bits with chaos shift keying techniques [4, 5]. Since most of the
power of a broadband chaotic signal is at the low frequencies, to
perform security in communication might not be possible, as explained
in [7]. Owing to the limited security performance of chaotic signals
novel techniques are needed. The idea of adding white noise to hide
the information combined with chaotic signals to achieve security was
proposed in [8].

In this Letter, the new proposed technique employs the symmetric
a-stable distributed noise (SaS) which is modulated by the message
signal. This new technique can be called ‘stable non-Gaussian noise
parameter modulation’ since the binary message is encoded by the
parameters of the a-stable noise sequence. Although the idea of using
a noise-like carrier goes back to the 1950s [6, 9], to the best of our
knowledge in the literature only this newly introduced technique uses
such a random sequence for encoding the message signal instead of
using deterministic signals. Such a random sequence for encoding the
message signal can then be considered as a random carrier. In the
sequel, first, brief information about the a-stable distribution is given
and then the estimation of the parameters in the receiver is presented
based on the method introduced in [10].

Alpha-stable distribution: The random variable X � Saðg;b;mÞ is said
to have a-stable distribution if the characteristic exponent associated
with X is given as
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with the parameters 0 , a � 2, �1 � b � 1, g � 0 and m [ ð�1;1Þ
[11].
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of proposed random communication scheme

Transmitter structure: In the proposed communication scheme, shown
in Fig. 1, the binary message is encoded by the parameter a of the sym-
metric a-stable noise (i.e. b ¼ m ¼ 0) and then the corresponding noise
sequence is transmitted through the channel. If the message bit is logic
‘1’ (respectively ‘0’) then a1-stable (respectively a2-stable) noise
sequence is transmitted. During the bit length Tb the samples xk are
drawn from a probability density ‘Sai ð1; 0; 0Þ’ i ¼ 1, (respectively i ¼
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2) if mðnTbÞ ¼ 1 (respectively mðnTbÞ ¼ 0), i.e.

xk �
Sa1 ð1; 0; 0Þ if mðnTbÞ ¼ 1
Sa2 ð1; 0; 0Þ if mðnTbÞ ¼ 0

�

where k = nTbþ 1, . . . , nTbþ Tb and n ¼ 0, 1, . . .
The transmitted noise sequence is shown in Fig. 2 together with the

combined arbitrary bit stream with Tb ¼ 104 and a1 ¼ 1, a2 ¼ 0.5.
The a-stable distributed noise sequence xk has been generated by the
method given in [12].
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Fig. 2 Message bit stream (upper), transmitted signal in time domain (lower)

Receiver structure (estimating the characteristic exponent): The recei-
ver of the proposed communication scheme estimates the characteristic
exponent of the received noise sequence and a hard limiter determines
the sent binary message. The estimation of the characteristic exponent
has been performed by the sinc estimator introduced in [10] which com-
putes the characteristic exponent a of the noise sequence x(k),
k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;Tb from the following equation:
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where p is the fractional moment order, Tb is the number of samples for
each bit and the fractional moments Ap and Sp are given as
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The bit stream with the corresponding actual and estimated values of the
alpha parameter at the receiver, without noise at the channel, is shown in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Message bit stream (upper). For each message bit, estimated alpha
parameter values from SaS noise sequence (no noise in channel) (lower)

Results: The impulsiveness parameter ‘alpha’ can be properly estimated
at the receiver if the length of the generated noise sequence is properly
chosen and from these estimated alpha values the binary message can be
decoded. Although the effect of the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel has been observed as small deviations in the actual
alpha values, by properly choosing the threshold in the detector the
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same amount of deviations occur in the alpha values and hence the
actual alpha values can still be estimated as shown in Fig. 4 in case
the dispersion parameter g of SaS is equal to the dispersion parameter
of the AWGN channel.
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Fig. 4 Message bit stream (upper). For each message bit, estimated and
actual alpha parameter values from SaS noise sequence (AWGN in
channel) (lower)

Conclusion: The proposed communication scheme can be considered
as a random communication system since the SaS noise sequence for
encoding acts as a random carrier. The bit error rate (BER) performance
of the proposed method under the AWGN channel will be investigated
as a further work.
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